Rapid fuel price increases in 1979 and early data are readily available, thus exacerbating an 1980, along with concern about further rises, already expensive process. have led to speculation that Florida, a net calf An alternative method for considering the exporter but net importer of finished cattle and probable impact of higher fuel costs on the transbeef, will be increasingly competitive in finishing port of cattle is presented here. The method is cattle to slaughter weight. This hypothesis is not designed to replace spatial equilibrium techstrengthened by recognition of significant strucniques developed for use with computers; rather, tural changes in the Florida cattle feeding indusit is intended to complement such approaches. try since the late 1960s, as large-scale feedlots This method is analogous to the use of partial were developed and smaller-scale feeders debudgeting, rather than complete enterprise budclined in importance (Simpson and Baker) . Furgeting to solve investment questions. It is an outthermore, yield improvements and new techgrowth of recognition of the increasing need for niques, such as the use of bagasse for silage and cost-effective techniques that have an "acceptfeeding of high-moisture corn, have been able" degree of validity, and that can be used adopted in the production of Florida feedstuffs.
quickly by extension personnel and others to anThere is no crucial evidence showing differences swer questions about the impact of escalating in investment or operating costs between Florida energy costs on industry structure. and the major cattle feeding areas because of the Transportation theory states that the higher a relatively large size feedlots in Florida that allow commodity's value relative to its weight, the them to take advantage of substantial economies greater the distance it can be shipped and remain of size (Simpson, et al.) . This paper evaluates the competitive with locally produced commodities. potential effect that increased transportation There is no incentive to move cattle long discosts, as a result of higher fuel prices, might have tances if cattle prices are low and transportation on Florida's competitive cattle feeding position.
cost, as a value of the animal, is relatively large. If the percentage remains small over time, transportation expense cannot be considered a sig-AN EXTENSION APPLICATION nificant factor in encouraging shifts in feedlot location from one geographic area to another. Economists have traditionally considered spaTransportation costs would be overshadowed by tial equilibrium models to be the most approprifactors such as the competition in the packing ate tool for evaluating interregional competition industry or access to ration inputs at relatively problems. As a form of linear programming, the low cost. approach determines optimal values and quantities transshipped as an extension of transportation models. Transportation models fix both sup-FEEDER CATTLE ANALYSIS ply and demand factors, whereas spatial equilibrium models vary one factor at a time. A number Calculations to determine the percentage that of models appropriate for analysis of the Florida fuel comprises of the value of Florida feeder problem have been constructed, but all of them calves are given in Table 1 . The analysis is by would have to be reconstructed to simulate the quarters beginning with the first quarter of 1977, present Florida situation (Aylor and Juillerat; a period of relatively low fuel and cattle prices. Browser and Goodwin; Carmon; Dietrich; At that time, the average price of 380-pound Goodwin and Crom; Heady and Srivastava; King Florida steer calves was $31.17 per cwt., while and Schrader; Liu and West; Mallett; Malphrus, the transportation rate for pot trailers hauling et al. Williams and Dietrich) . Even with the existsimilar calves from Florida to Texas was about ing models, the vast data requirements mean that $0.90 per loaded mile. Assuming a 1,000-mile estimation of the effect of the fuel price increases haul from central Florida to a central Texas feedwould be a lengthy process. Furthermore, not all lot, the transportation cost attributed to one aniAssociate Professor and Extension Livestock Marketing Economist; and Assistant Professor and Extension Economist, University of Florida.
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mal was about $9.00, i.e., about 7.6 percent of pounds of gain will be put on the animal in conthe value of the animal in early 1977. Diesel fuel finement feeding (apart from stocker or backwas valued at $0.40 per gallon. Cost of fuel used grounding operations) 1,750 pounds of corn are on the trip was 9.22 percent of the transportation required. In Florida, about 75 percent of all corn cost, or 0.70 percent of the value of the animal.
(on a dry matter basis) is imported from Georgia In effect, the fuel cost was relatively small in or other states (Simpson and Baker) , which comparison to other production and marketing means that about 1,313 pounds of imported corn costs because fuel was only seven-tenths of 1 are required per animal fed. Transportation costs percent of the value of a 380-pound feeder calf.
of Georgia corn accounted for 0.73 percent of the The relatively small dollar expenditure for transvalue of a 1,050-pound fed animal in early 1980. portation also helps to explain why Florida catTotal value of the Georgia corn accounted for tlemen occasionally purchased cattle in Texas for 9.75 percent of the value of the fed animal (Table  feeding (Table 3 ). The utilization rate of five pounds transport costs for feeder calves actually deof corn per pound of gain is low for some feedcreased from 7.58 percent of the value of the lots, so that the actual corn transportation per animal to 4.60 percent.
animal value percentage would be higher for these lots.
FED CATTLE ANALYSIS FUTURE IMPACTS
Data used in analyzing the 1,000-mile backhaul from Texas to Florida as a percent of the value of
The historical data presented provide valuable a 1,050-pound fed animal are given in Table 2. insights into interregional cattle feeding economThe fuel/animal value ratio of 0.60 percent in the ics, and methods for evaluating them; but the first quarter of 1977 declined to 0.51 percent in more important question relates to the future. the second quarter of 1978, and gradually inWhat effect could continued fuel price increases creased to 1.09 percent in the second quarter of have on the competitive structure of cattle feed-1980. Although the percentage doubled from that ing? While no definitive answers can be proof two years earlier, fuel cost remained a relavided, some guidelines can be anticipated by tively small percentage of the animal's value.
simulating alternative situations. The year 1985 Total transportation cost declined from 4.36 perwas chosen for one such evaluation, as the midcent of a fed animal's value in the first quarter of die of the decade is common for projections. Of 1977, to 3.09 percent in the second quarter of course, there is considerable speculation con-1980. The net result is that the transportation cerning future cattle prices and the phase of the analysis on fed cattle yields results similar to cattle cycle in 1985 (Simpson) . The projections feeder cattle, i.e., that total transport costs on a used in this analysis should be evaluated as a ratio basis to cattle actually declined. The analysimulation approach and not as predictions. sis also shows that transport cost/cattle price An unlimited range of cattle prices and transratio fluctuations are a normal event in the indusport costs could have been selected. However, a try.
projected prices would increase at about the rate of inflaCorn prices were fairly steady during the tion.' Diesel fuel prices were assumed to range 1977-80 period and the long-range outlook indifrom $3.00 per gallon to $4.00 per gallon in 1985.
cates relatively moderate price increases (apTherefore, diesel fuel costs were assumed to inproximately 50 percent for corn) compared to the crease between 200 and 300 percent, respecper bushel transportation cost increases for corn tively, over the five-year projection, while calf (at least 100 percent). Estimates for 1985 indicate prices were assumed to increase between 80 and that the costs of shipping Georgia corn to Florida 100 percent and fed cattle prices between 45 and could range from 10 to 20 percent of the value of 85 percent. Figure 1 provides a graphic represen- corn, while the transportation costs of corn imtation of the situation when transportation costs ported from other states would be slightly higher, increase more rapidly than cattle prices.
ranging from 17 to 25 percent. The net result is Using these assumed cattle and fuel price prothat these estimates reflect little change from the jections for 1985, fuel as a percent of the value of current transportation charge as a percent of the Florida feeder calves would range from 1.14 pervalue of corn imported from the Midwest, but a cent to 1. the first quarter of 1980. They are projected at 
SUMMARY
The economics profession has developed suba Source: Table 1 stantial capability in analyzing interregional b Source: Table 2 competition problems by using spatial equilibc Source: Derived from frame, and with heavy constraints on resources. the 40 and 60 percent. This study's analysis is an effort to demonstrate one method that can be used to fit this need. It is basically a screening process, which should be followed by spatial equilibrium analysis, if the preliminary analysis indicates a shift could ocThe analysis indicates that projected increases cur.
in transportation costs associated with hauling The method presented is based on traditional Florida calves out of state, and backhauling fed economic theory that states that the economic cattle into Florida, do not appear to be of suffirationale for shipping products depends on its cient magnitude to offset, for or against, any devalue/transport cost relationship. The analysis cision to expand cattle feeding in Florida. The indicates that even with fuel prices and total question of how much change in the ratios would transport costs increasing 2-3 times as fast as catbe required to make a difference is largely subtle prices, transport costs, as a percent of all jective; however, the method presented in this feeder calves' value, will increase only from article does provide, a basis for making a judgabout 4.60 percent, to between 6.14 and 6.82 perment relatively quickly. The technique is not incent from 1980 to 1985. To place this in historical tended as a tool for determining overall properspective, the percentage was more than 7 perjections of interregional competition, rather, it is cent in 1977. The situation is similar for fed cataimed at providing answers to one specific tie, where transportation costs are projected to question-the impact of fuel price increases. The range between 4.7 and 5.26 percent of the value results of the projections, although derived by of fed cattle in 1985, compared with 3.09 in early apparently naive methods compared to spatial 1980 and 4.36 in early 1977. In the final analysis, equilibrium computer models, support and comthe cost differential between transporting feeder plement the findings associated with regional cattle from Florida and fed cattle back to Florida, specialization and the comparative advantage of and transporting the corn required to make up resource utilization. The analysis is especially feeding deficits is expected to remain about the designed to provide a cost-effective screening same as in the late 1970s.
approach to spatial equilibrium models.
